County Ditch #11 and Benefitted Parcels

Benefitted areas not shown include:
- Town of Borgholm - Road on line between Sec. 8 and Sec. 9
- Road on line between Sec. 9 and Sec. 16
- Road on line between Sec. 8 and Sec. 17
- Road on line between Sec. 16 and Sec. 17
- Road on line between Sec. 17 and Sec. 20
- Road on line between Sec. 19 and Sec. 20
- Road on line between Sec. 19 and Sec. 30
- Road on line between Sec. 29 and Sec. 30
- Road on line between Sec. 32 and Sec. 33
- Road on East and West 1/4 line Sec. 29

- Village of Milaca - Road on line between Sec. 25 of Milaca Township and Sec. 30 of Borgholm Township
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